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Abstract. Most business processes are supported nowadays by information systems, that record event data about the executions of the processes. Process mining plays an important role in linking the BPM field
with data science, helping to identify the bottlenecks and the unwanted
behavior, and to adopt strategies to improve the process, measuring the
eventual benefit. While many algorithmic techniques have been developed for discovery, conformance checking and other process mining techniques, extracting data from today’s information systems requires the
specification of a complex query that extracts the required information
and groups the events in cases. The research project described in this paper proposes a novel framework to support process mining analysis, that
uses the advances in graph algorithms and in-memory data processing in
order to reduce the costs of extraction and transformation of the event
data contained in the information systems. At the end of the project,
a set of pre-processing, discovery and conformance checking techniques,
that do not require the specification of a case notion, will be made available in different environments, technologies and languages, e.g., PM4Py,
Spark, Neo4J, Celonis. In comparison to related work, this research aims
to obtain a complete and scalable framework that supports process mining from the Extraction, Transformation and Load phase (from relational
and non-relational databases) to the effective analysis/usage of the data,
and to get a class of process models fully capturing the lifecycle and the
interactions between different classes. Since the framework is aimed at
real-life, complex, information systems, a goal of the project is to attain
significantly better scalability than existing approaches.
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1 Motivation and Introduction
Process mining is a growing branch (including process discovery, conformance
checking, model repair, process prediction, etc.) of business process management
that aims to extract useful information and insights from event data contained
in the information systems. Retrieving event data in a format that is useful
for process mining analysis may be a challenge and requires knowledge of the
particular information system and process mining expertise. To cite the process
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mining manifesto [25] (G.P.2): ”given the thousands of tables in the database of
an ERP system like SAP, without concrete questions it is impossible to select
the tables relevant for data extraction”. The PM2 process mining methodology
[27] describes the different phases of a process mining project: (P1-2) planning
and extraction, (P3) data processing (P4-P6) mining, analysis, evaluation and
improvement. Phases (P1-2) and (P-3) are usually the most time-expensive1 . In
the extraction process, the specification of a case notion is particularly difficult.
Indeed, most process mining techniques require that events belonging to the
same execution of a business process are grouped. For some information systems
(ERP, CRM), there may be several possible case notions: consider for example, a
CRM system, where business opportunities and marketing campaigns are deeply
intertwined. Moreover, the specification of a case notion may require a complex
query to the data, taking into account events related to different database entities
through a join.
This paper proposes a research project that aims to reduce the time spent
in extracting and pre-processing data (both from relational and non-relational
databases), and to avoid the necessity to specify a case notion, possibly covering
the lifecycle of a process mining project. The resulting class of process schemas,
similarly to the OCBC technique [12], should be able to capture the interactions
between different perspectives. The research aims to abstract an information
system as an event graph containing the following elements:
– Events happening in the considered information system, stored along with an
ID and the timestamp.
– Event classes: features that describe the events.
– Object perspectives: objects contained in the information system, that may be
created/changed/deleted by events happening in the system.
– Class perspectives: entities that group the objects of the information systems.
– Process clusters: potentially overlapping sets of class perspectives that are
strongly intertwined and support a specific part of the information system.
This structure aims to infer the relationships between the different events and objects, that with the current techniques would require the presence of the schema,
1

In some cases, 80% of the time is spent in (P1-2) and (P-3),
https://www.cloverdx.com/customers/case-study-processgold-improves-dataextract-preparation-accelerate-process-mining

see

Fig. 1. Partial view of an example event graph. The red nodes are the events, the
green nodes are the event classes, the white nodes are the object perspectives, the blue
nodes are the class perspectives.
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directly from the event graph, using different graph algorithms. A partial view
of an example event graph is contained in Fig. 1. Pre-processing, discovery and
conformance checking on event graphs are possible thanks to aggregations and
advances in the graph algorithms (random walks [15], node encodings [11], graph
simulations for pattern matching [13], etc.).

2 Related Work
Related work is summarized here, and could be split in:
1. Work covering the extraction and pre-processing phase ((P1-3) of the PM2
methodology): translation of SPARQL queries into SQL queries on databases
[4], OpenSLEX meta-model [6, 7] (by ingesting generic database logs, e.g.,
redo logs, into an easy-to-query meta-model instance).
2. Work on artifact-centric models ((P4-6) of the PM2 methodology): GSM
models [14], discovery of artifact-centric models [20, 16] and behavioral conformance [9]. The approach [16] partly address (P1-3) when timestamps are
contained as columns of the schema, but not with generic database logs.
3. Work on the discovery of models where several case notions are considered
((P4-6) of the PM2 methodology): Composite State Machine Miner [26],
interacting processes with overlapping instances [10], Object-centric behavTable 1. Summary of the research questions, of the techniques and technologies that
are involved in the project, and of the specific goals of the project for each research
question.
Question
Motivation
(P1-2)
How
to The Extraction, Transformation
extract data from and Load procedure is among
databases?
the most time-consuming parts
of a process mining projects.
Despite that, a scalable approach
that works without problems
with relational and non-relational
databases is still missing.
(P3) How to pre- Pre-processing is an important
process event data step after extracting an event log
without specifying a from a database, since the cases
case notion?
might be incomplete or affected by
noise. Not having a case notion is
an impediment for pre-processing.

(P4-6)
How
to
discover
a
process model without
specifying a case
notion?

Despite a number of techniques
is currently available, they suffer
from scalability issues, rely on the
information provided by the relational schema and/or cannot cope
with noise in the log.
(P4-6)
How
to With current techniques, it is not
check conformance possible to support fine-grained
without specifying a conformance checking directly at
case notion?
the database level, without requiring the definition of an artifact
structure on top of the database or
the extraction of the events from
the database.

Specific Goals
Support the automatic transformation of
the raw content of database logs into event
graphs. For relational databases, some work
has been done in [6, 7]. The goal is to
add extraction support for non-relational
databases. The event graph obtained from
an information system should be stored into
an efficient intermediate structure.
Support the filtering operations on event
data, without a case notion, can be made
possible on the event graph by using some
graph algorithms to retrieve specific patterns and to cluster events. The goal is to
obtain some filtering features that are similar to the ones provided by commercial software on logs having a single case notion.
The goal is to obtain a class of succint descriptive diagrams, able to represent several
class perspectives, along with their interactions.

The goal is to apply classic, well-known,
conformance checking techniques, like
token-based replay and alignments, on top
of MVP models enriched by normative
elements (see also [22]). Moreover, a way to
check declarative constraints on the event
graph shall be elaborated.
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ioral constraint models (OCBC) [12]. In particular, OCBC models offer a
theoretically powerful approach to discover models without requiring the
specification of a case notion, and to perform conformance checking on top
of such models, but do not cover the extraction and pre-processing phase
and suffer from scalability problems.
4. Work on modeling of dynamics of multi-dimensional processes: BPMN with
data annotations [30], relational process structure [31, 32].

3 Research Design and Methodology
In this section, an introduction to some aspects of design and methodology in
the research is proposed.
– Main goal/Artifact: The main goal of the research project described in this
paper is to provide a scalable framework for pre-processing event data, and
a class of process models that is able to fully capture the lifecycle and the
interactions of the different perspectives.
– Problem relevance: several techniques for the extraction of event logs and
artifact-centric models from relational databases have been proposed [4, 7,
9, 10, 16, 12]. Non-relational databases, that are growing in importance, are
still not covered by an extraction methodology aimed at obtaining artifactcentric models. This is because the information contained in the schema is
important for the existing approaches. By representing the information as an
event graph, the aim is to relax the need of a schema and infer the information
needed directly from the relationships between the nodes in the graph.
– Design evaluation: several types of assessment will be performed on the
proposed techniques: automatic assessment of the performance in extraction/processing, semi-assisted assessment of the quality of the event logs extracted from relational/non-relational databases (aided by clustering and concept drift detection techniques); expert evaluation of the quality of the provided
models and of the conformance checking techniques. The expert evaluation will
involve the production of cases studies with CRM/ERP companies.
Some other high-levels goals of the project are: scalability, usage of cloud/parallel
computations, provision of connectors for relational and non-relational databases.

4 Current Outputs of the Research Project
The research project is still in an early phase. An initial short paper containing
some ideas about discovery of multiple viewpoint models on top of event graphs
is [3]. The code supporting the research is available in a fork of the PM4Py
library, available at the address https://github.com/javert899/pm4py-source. At
the moment, the ingestion of event graphs from some intermediate formats as
XOC (format used by OCBC models) and OpenSLEX is available along with the
discovery of multiple viewpoint models from event graphs. The documentation
of these features is contained in a scientific paper that is under review.
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